Minutes for Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate  
February 3, 2022, Meeting

Attendees


Voting members absent: Brian Bachmann, Brett Byram, Frank Candelaria, Debra Friedman, Aimi Hamraie, Ingrid Meszoely, Courtney Pitts, Jan Price, ML Sandoz, and Kevin Schey.

Ex-officio members in attendance: Donald Brady, André Churchwell, Daniel Diermeier, Tracey George, Kathy Gould, Ben Harris, Eric Kopstain, John Lutz, Padma Raghavan, David Raiford, Cybele Raver, Cleo Rucker, Alex Sevilla, Ruby Shellaway, and Brett Sweet.

Ex-officio members absent: Gordon Bernard, GL Black, Douglas Christiansen, Steve Ertel, Nathan Green, Anders Hall, John Penn, and Jennifer Pietenpol.


Call to Order

A meeting of Vanderbilt Faculty Senate was held on February 3, 2022, on Zoom. It began at 4:11pm and was presided over by Chair Mark Magnuson, with Vice Chair Ryan Middagh as secretary.

Quorum as specified in the Faculty Senate Constitution (revised 4/5/2019) Article II.B.1. was met with the recorded attendance of 37 voting members of the Faculty Senate.

Approval of Minutes

Chair Magnuson motioned for approval of the minutes as circulated of the December 9, 2021, meeting. Chair Magnuson asked whether there were any corrections to the proposed minutes. Corrections were not made.
Secretary Middagh confirmed that the minutes were approved (39 ayes, 0 nays, 21 abstentions).

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**Report of the Executive Committee**

Chair Magnuson:

- Discussed activities that the Executive Committee (EC) accomplished over the past two months, including monthly meetings with the Chancellor and Provost, hosting the Elected Senators only meeting in January, preparing the TFAE report for release, participating in the Town Hall relating to COVID-19, discussion with Steve Ertel on communications, discussion with Brett Sweet about Vanderbilt University’s Information Technology (VUIT), discussions with chairs and co-chairs of Senate committees, reviewing of Senate Office organization and activities, and solicitation of award nominations.

- Chair Magnuson then welcomed new senators, Douglas Fisher (Engineering) replacing Leon Bellan, while on sabbatical, and Reid Longmuir (School of Medicine) replacing Jason Pollack.

- Chair Magnuson reminded the senate of a motion to make clerical changes to the Rules of Order, was presented in the May 6th, 2021, senate meeting. It will be voted on in the March 3rd, 2022, senate meeting and the motion to amend the Constitution will be voted on in the April 28th Spring Assembly. The motions and changes to the Rules of Order and Constitution are available on the Faculty Senate portal.
PROPOSED: Motion to Amend Vanderbilt University FS Constitution Re: Clerical Errors

WHEREAS insubstantial human clerical errors at times occur in the process of maintaining, updating, and formatting the Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate’s Constitution, and

Whereas such errors are specifically addressed in Robert’s Rules of Order 12th Edition, p’s. 566-567; 57:18-19, and

WHEREAS it is not expedient to occupy the full Faculty Senate with such matters, and

WHEREAS the Faculty Senate’s Constitution as last revised October 4, 2018, does not currently address this matter, but states in Article III. Amendments

“Amendments to this Constitution may be proposed by the Faculty Senate or by any one of the Faculties of the several Schools or Colleges. Except as otherwise provided in this Constitution, amendments shall become effective when approved by two-thirds of those present and voting at a meeting of the Faculty Assembly. At least one month before such meeting, the members of the Faculty Assembly shall be notified in writing of the proposed amendments. [1967]”

Be it resolved that the Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate proposes that ARTICLE II, B. of the Senate’s Constitution, as last revised, April 5, 2018, be amended by addition to read:

ARTICLE II, THE FACULTY SENATE, B. Organization.

6. The Vice Chair of the Faculty Senate shall also serve as the Secretary of the Senate. The Vice Chair, serving as the Secretary of the Senate, is authorized to correct article and section designations, punctuation, and cross-references, and to make such other technical and conforming changes as may be necessary to reflect the intent of the Faculty Senate in connection with its Constitution., and

Be it further resolved, that upon passage by the Faculty Senate of this proposed motion to amend the Senate’s Constitution, Article II, The Faculty Senate, B. Organization, the Senate endorses the immediate circulation of this proposed Constitutional amendment to the University’s Faculty Assembly, and

Be it further resolved, that this proposed Constitutional amendment will be placed before the Faculty Assembly at its fall Assembly meeting, and

Be it further resolved, that, per the Faculty Senate Constitution’s Article III. Amendments, if notice of the proposed amendment is given to the Faculty Assembly one month in advance, and if the proposed amendment is approved by two-thirds of those present and voting at the fall Meeting of the Faculty Assembly, the Constitution will be amended effective immediately and the revised Constitution will be posted on the Faculty Senate’s website.

Senate Affairs Committee
Debra Friedman
Catherine McTamaney
Karen Bloch
Leonard Folgarait
Eric Grogan
Kelsey Hatzell
Robert Miller
Julia Phillippi
Marcy Singer-Gabella
PROPOSED: Motion to Amend Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate Rules of Order Re: Clerical Errors

WHEREAS insubstantial human clerical errors at times occur in the process of maintaining, updating, and formatting the Faculty Senate’s Rules of Order, and

WHEREAS such errors are specifically addressed in Robert’s Rules of Order 12 Edition, p’s. 566-567; 57:18-19, and

WHEREAS it is not expedient to occupy the full Faculty Senate with such matters, and

WHEREAS the Faculty Senate Rules of Order as last revised October 11, 2019, do not currently address this matter, but state in Section X. Amendments
   A. These rules may be amended by a majority vote of the Senate except as otherwise indicated herein.
   B. Amendments to these rules shall be submitted to the Senate at a regular meeting at least three calendar weeks before they are brought to a vote. Amendments may be voted upon at a specially called Senate meeting if the intention to take such action is included in the call for that meeting.

Be it resolved that the Rules of Order of the Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate, as last revised, October 11, 2019, Section III. (Rules of Procedure, F. Vice Chair), be amended by inclusion to read:

Section III, Rules of Procedure

F. Vice Chair

The Secretary of the Senate shall also serve as Vice Chair of the Senate. All references to "secretary" and "secretary-elect" shall change to the "vice chair and secretary" and "vice chair and secretary-elect." [2006]. The Vice Chair and Secretary of the Senate is authorized to correct article and section designations, punctuation, and cross-references, and to make such other technical and conforming changes as may be necessary to reflect the intent of the Faculty Senate in connection with its Rules of Order, and

Be it further resolved that upon passage of this amendment by the Faculty Senate, its Rules of Order, Section III. F. shall be immediately revised and the Vice Chair and Secretary may take immediate action to correct any clerical errors discovered in the existing (October 11, 2019) Rules of Order as well as those that may be discovered in future revisions of the Vanderbilt University Faculty Senate’s Rules of Order.

Senate Affairs Committee
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Julia Phillippi
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Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

Chancellor Remarks
Chair Magnuson turned the floor over to Chancellor Diermeier.
Chancellor Diermeier:

- Touched on major goals of discussions with the EC, and that transparency and communication with faculty are important. Chancellor Diermeier also emphasized the importance of providing faculty with an environment in which they can be successful, and that the TFAE report is a tangible example of this process. The chancellor then stated how he and the provost are aware of the administrative deficiencies at the university, and how useful this report has been in providing examples and illustrating the breadth of these issues. He then said that leadership is going to start developing a plan to tackle the issues brought forth by the TFAE committee.

- Chancellor Diermeier also mentioned that conversations with Senate leadership (EC) have been candid and constructive, and placed issues that need to be improved on the table. The chancellor stated that this is a great example of how shared governance should work – driven by common objectives but also engaging in productive, candid dialogue. He then pointed out that there are a lot of details to be addressed, some may involve investments, and some may involve restructuring, we do not quite know yet. However, he said, none of these efforts would have happened without the work of the Senate and the committee who has worked so diligently to make this happen.

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**Standing Committee Reports**

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business. Chair Magnuson announced that mid-year committee reports were distributed before this meeting, and he encouraged senators to review them to stay updated.

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**Ad Hoc Committee Reports**

Chair Magnuson turned the floor over to the co-chairs of the Task Force on Administerial Effectiveness (TFAE), Vicki Greene and Tom Palmeri.

Co-chair Greene gave the following report:

- Co-chair Greene began the conversation by thanking the Senate and university leadership for allowing the committee to prepare this information and to be granted the opportunity to present it to the senate. She then began describing the origin of the committee formation and highlighted some quotes from previous committee members that were mainly composed of frustration about Oracle.

- She then talked about the charge of the committee, and that it consisted of mitigating concerns on how to use university resources more efficiently and trying to understand why the administrative culture has not been positive. Co-chair Greene said that the committee realized they needed to work closely with staff and administrators to make progress, so they recruited staff and faculty members to make up the existing committee and subcommittees.

- Co-chair Greene went on to say that the committee identified the pain points amongst the committee charges and then split up task force members into groups accordingly (purchasing and procurement, hiring/contract work, grants/administration/budgets, travel, and information technology). The committee then eventually received a total of 463 comments from 125 different individuals from every college and school at Vanderbilt.

- Co-chair Greene then went on to highlight certain findings outlined in the committee’s executive summary including the loss of faculty morale, support regarding submitting large grants, not being able
to track how much money they have for grants at a given time, difficulty accessing certain elements in Oracle, countless purchasing approvals taking place, risk mitigation, lack of trust towards faculty by administration, and the existing barriers to communication between administrative staff and faculty.

- Co-chair Greene closed by discussing some of the perceived threats and unintended consequences of the infrastructure surrounding research and scholarship which include loss to faculty in grant-based disciplines, loss of staff, practices put in place to work around poorly functioning systems, graduate assistant performing tasks that used to be done by staff, funds being misplaced, faculty so desperate for administrative help that they are hiring family members/friends and paying out of their own pockets, expectations of faculty members getting specific certifications without providing information to know if they are correct or not, and concern with tightening cybersecurity with minimal faculty involvement.

- Lastly, she touched on opportunities from positive movements at the university, including faculty concerns for departmental staff well-being, current leadership respecting research/scholarship/creative expression as critical to the university, recognition that the university’s real potential for reputational growth lies in research and graduate education, and faculty and administrators have proven to work well together to streamline processes.

Chair Magnuson opened the floor for discussion.

- **Comment by voting senator:**
  - Expressed appreciation of the work and said that this was the first time that senators were explained the obstacles that faculty face on a daily basis. Expressed how important this report is and gave thanks for putting it all together and presenting it, as the university needs an infrastructure of support.

- **Question by voting senator:**
  - Asked the likelihood of going back to having departmental secretaries. They said how faculty have found it extremely difficult to clarify who oversees what in certain departments.
  - **Answer:**
    - This question will be addressed later in the meeting.

- **Comment by voting senator:**
  - Mentioned that everything touched on in the report involving research grants is also true with training grants. This senator said they have spent at least 150 hours combing through their grant line by line because things were done wrong, people were paid when they should not have been, etc.

- **Comment/question by voting senator:**
  - Asked if the committee identified any distinct differences between the effectiveness and what is working/not working at Vanderbilt versus at Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC).
  - **Answer:**
    - This was outside the scope of the task force. Co-Chair Greene stated that the task force knows some best practices that are working at VUMC, as some of the Vanderbilt staff have moved over there to work. She said that there are clearly things going on at VUMC making it a more attractive place to work compared to the university.

Chair Magnuson thanked co-chairs Greene and Palmeri, as well as the rest of the task force for their hard work and presentation, then proceeded to the next agenda item.

**Old Business**

There was no old business.
Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**New Business**

There was no new business.

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**Scheduled Remarks**

Chair Magnuson turned the floor over to Provost Raver and Vice Chancellor for Finance, Information Technology and Chief Financial Officer Brett Sweet.

Provost Raver:

- Expressed thanks to TFAE and gratitude for these efforts and insights into all the data, interviews, analysis, etc. She exclaimed that opportunities ahead are also recognized, and leadership really sees the research on graduate education components as a tremendous area of growth. Provost Raver said that leadership cannot move forward with this until all the wear/tear provided in the report is addressed and corrected. She knows how much training and research grants can be slowed by administrative tasks. Provost Raver added that in terms of the magnitude of the committee’s findings, a sense of partnership was recognized (ex. administrative members and faculty amongst TFAE).
- Provost Raver then explained how she sees the administerial issues falling into four broad categories. These include process and systems that undergird faculty research and grants management the culture and communication, sense of trust and value put into our administrative partners (in terms of fiscal and business processes in terms of research), policies that adhere to research (how can they be simplified), and staffing in general (sizing of research staff, support for them so they feel valued).
- Emphasized ways she’s been impressed on the spirit of collaboration at Vanderbilt, especially as it relates to reporting (money reporting, grant portfolios). Provost Raver reiterated that leadership hears this loud and clear and knows how essential it is to address. It also highlights the way in which shared governance dialogue (listening and responding) can be productive as we move forward.

Chair Magnuson turned the floor over to Vice Chancellor Brett Sweet.

Brett Sweet:

- Said that the point of this presentation is to give a highlighted overview of the 119-page report, as well as actionable items that everyone can work on. Vice Chancellor Sweet mentioned that the report shows 70-80 areas that leadership can focus on, and that the report can be built on when new action items may arise. He then described how he and his team grouped the action items into 10 buckets consisting of 75 recommendations, which were then color-coded based on the level of difficulty each may take to address. Vice Chancellor Sweet then mentioned that he and his team can very easily address about two-thirds of these issues as they are decisions or policy changes, while one-quarter are a bit tougher as they are process issues.
- Vice Chancellor Sweet then moved into describing which groups would be able to address the observations and said that nearly half of them can be addressed by Purchasing and Payment Services (PPS) and Information Technology (IT). He then moved on to a graph that broke the observations down by level of difficulty to address, whilst still in the groupings of who can address them. He adds that about 47 of the 75 TFAE observations, or 62%, should be relatively easy to address.
• Vice Chancellor Sweet then mentioned a few early wins, some of which were closing-out grants, managing bad debt within grants, managing purchasing approvals, and more. He lastly described some pilot experiments that leadership would like to run such as awards celebrations for when major grants are published/finished, a concierge expense report service that will help people with particularly complicated expense reports and being able to look more easily at how much money one has for a grant rather than taking several steps to get there.

Provost Raver:

• Moving forward, in terms of committee work, they are exploring creating administerial effectiveness working group to investigate what best practices are comparative at other institutions and what advice is being offered by our large federal funding agencies. Some modern approaches to compliance, managing and onboarding best practices can help to do our work more effectively and efficiently. These conversations being transparent can be helpful, seeing as it is a shared goal. It is important that the data is shared as well, so it shows that the changes are being made and taken seriously. Being able to do a demo to demonstrate faculty member experience using the system with an admin by them could be helpful in supporting leadership’s momentum on their decisions on moving forward.

Chair Magnuson opened the floor for questions directed towards Provost Raver and CFO Sweet.

• Comment by voting senator:
  o The most troubling part of report is the staff reporting structure, which is undermining the work of faculty and the university overall. The administrative environment is constantly saying things like, “why can’t you do that?”, “how can we do this together?”, “how do we move beyond major roadblocks that shape our processes?”.
  o Answer (Provost Raver):
    ▪ Staffing structures are currently organized in a way that works well in some regards and not so well in others. We want to figure out the ways that we can best build trust and allocate leadership resources as best as possible. A key resource is professional development (staff having the opportunity to navigate new resources when they are given to the university) and the best practices that are developing amongst certain areas of research.
    ▪ There is also an underlying sense of shared mission and trust between faculty and administrative staff, so that we can all get to know each other and share our commitment to helping the problem. It is meaningful to administrators to get to know those that they work with and make everything possible.

• Comment by voting senator:
  o It would be nice to have some administrative members who would work with VUMC to advocate on their behalf, as research investigators are not clinical and therefore are not made a top priority to VU or to VUMC.
  o Answer (Provost Raver):
    ▪ Hears that this is a major hurdle for faculty (mentoring students for doctoral training at VU and VUMC). Navigating these interdisciplinary spaces holds so many opportunities. André Christie-Mizel knows of this problem and is striving to smooth these barriers with students being able to move back and forth.
  o Answer (CFO Brett Sweet):
    ▪ As discussed with the EC earlier this week, there are two areas in particular that the separation would make significantly worse (grants and student workers). In these two arenas, can we create automated pipelines between the two? Programs on each side that allows us to transfer students back and forth. We can do this in a way that is different than our peers.
Comment by voting senator:
  o Thank you for acknowledging the problem. Faculty wants to work on this together with you – this is a step forward on a very complicated issue.

Comment by voting senator:
  o The EC represents faculty and historically speaking, deans have confided in EC the lack of access to faculty to handle challenging issues. We as faculty rely on our deans’ access to the upper administration and I wanted to reiterate how crucial their role is.
  o Answer by Chancellor Diermeier:
    ▪ This is a very important point. Communication with the deans is crucial, and it’s important that they communicate with the provost and myself. The deans have an essential role in leading their specific areas and leading the university.
    ▪ Having an initiative like the task force does to look to all these issues from a faculty perspective, and I am grateful that this work was undertaken. We are all in and committed to this, but this is a group effort that involves all of us. I like how we are tackling this, as it is completely essential. We want to create an environment where our faculty and students can thrive.

Chair Magnuson proceeded to the next item of business.

**Good of the Senate**

Chair Magnuson opened the floor to questions/comments.

- Question by voting senator:
  - What will be the Senate and EC’s role moving forward and providing updates to the faculty regarding steps that administration will be taking to address the TFAE report?
  - Answer by Chair Magnuson:
    ▪ We are hearing this along with you – we need to have further discussions before I can give you an answer. We need to decide what structure the TFAE needs going forward regarding members, charges, and recommendations. This is a complicated topic, but the most important thing is the open discussion and being honest in dialogue.
  - Comment by voting senator:
    ▪ I think it would be good by the end of the semester to have the EC inform the Senate of their plans to update faculty on the progress being made. I truly believe that to mitigate the concerns, it is important to show change happening and to express them to the Senate so members may report out to their faculty.

Before moving on to the next item of business, Chair Magnuson announced what senators should expect at each of the remaining Senate meetings this semester (March being committee reports, April not yet determined, and May being the election of new Senate leaders).

**Adjournment**

It was moved that the meeting should be adjourned. There was a second and the meeting adjourned at 5:23pm.
Ryan Middagh, Secretary
Faculty Senate Vice Chair

March 3, 2022

Date of Approval